Horizon 2020

Smart Cities & Communities
Call for proposals – Info Day and brokerage event

12 February 2015 - 08.30 to 18.00
Charlemagne Building, Brussels

Programme

Morning Session Room Gaspari (streaming in room Mansholt)

08:30 - 09:30  Registration

09:30 - 09:50  Research and Innovation – building block of EU energy policy
   THOMAS Gerassimos, Deputy Director-General, DG Energy

09:50-10:00  Smart Cities and Communities – key initiative and the link with Covenant of Mayors, Civitas and Green Digital Charter
   STRACHINESCU-OLTEANU Andreea, Head of Unit, DG Energy

10:00-10:30  The H2020 - 2015 call for Smart Cities and Communities (SCC-001) and “Lessons learnt from last years’call” (A.Kotronaros, DG Energy)
10:30-11:00 Questions and Answers

11:00-11:30 Coffee break

11:30-11:40 The Innovation and Networks Executive Agency, and its role in the implementation of Smart Cities & Communities projects, HAIGH Alan, INEA

11:40-12:40 Presentations of the successful projects SCC1 2014 Questions and Answers
GROWSMARTER Bartholmes Jens, DG Energy
TRIANGULUM Valerie Bahr, Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum (SEZ)
REMOUBAN Sergio Sanz, CARTIF Centro Tecnologico

12:40-13:00 Call for Smart Cities and Communities (SCC-003) and Q&A
MIHAYLOV Svetoslav, DG CNECT

13:00-14:15 Lunch Break

Afternoon Session (Foyer of the Gaspari Room for SCC-001, Mansholt for SCC-003)

14:15-18:00 Networking including separate stands for relevant interesting initiatives:
- The EIP on Smart Cities and Communities
- Covenant of Mayors
- Civitas
- Green Digital Charter